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Summary
In this paper we present the design of a distributed object oriented system
for map design and production. Map production is a time consuming
process. Our systems aims in the increase of the production speed and the
re-use of existing material. In this work a first description of the
architecture of the system is presented. More details are given only for the
storage and indexing mechanisms of the system.

1. Introduction
Maps are the most ancient way for navigation used by human kind. Maps
are designed over and over again based on new observations and more
accurate measurements. One of the major concerns in the map production
industry, is the achievement of a higher production rate and re-use of
existing cartographic data.
Different systems have been developed during the last decade to support
efficiently the G I s technology and practise. Municipalities, ministries and
local authorities are currently using information systems for spatial analysis
and planning (Brandenburg and Nienhuis 1995), (Caporal 1995), (Gatt and
Stothers 1996), (Wilmersdorf, 1995).
Moving in this direction, we designed an object oriented system, that
supports distribution in the map designing process. The system consists of
different independent modules thus supporting the map production in a
parallel way. This paper is organised as follows; section 2 presents the
overall system ai-chitectui-e. The main focus of section 3 is the data
structures that support the storage of spatial data. The last section outlines
the future work.
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2. The components of the system
The system consists of several different modules (Figure 1). Each module
can be handled separately by different desig~iersand the products fi-om the
work of each one are integrated using a map authoring environment. More
precisely. the system consists of four different modules: the C O ~ ~ O I IIjl~e
Idesignel; t l ~ e11ydrogi:iphrc netwo~il- skefcl7i17g modrlle. t17e timmspor-t
desgner and the i11for111ii
tion n1anageIaeI]t 117odnle.
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Figure 1. The System Components
The co17to~lr/i11e
designer handles the multiple layers of contour lines. using
spatial data structures to ensure the accuracy and efficiency of data. The
hydrograpl~rcnetwork sketclli~~g
module is used for the design of water
resources. Rivers, lakes, torrents. dried-up streams. lagoons etc. are
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designed with the use of this module. The transport desig11e1- manages the
road, railway. coastal and aviation networks.
Finally, the infor111ation n1anage111ent modr~lehandles the storage of every
object produced by the other three modules. It is actually a spatial database
that supports the efficient handling, storage and retrieval of data. It also
contains information related to cities. towns, villages, ports. airports,
archaeological sites, etc.
The integration of the different layers produced by the several modules is
accomplished by a m a p a u t h o ~ Y ~envi~-onn~ent.
~g
This is the central system
manager and it is responsible for the final map production. The map
authoring environment is updated periodically over the Local Area
Network to cross check the map production process.

3. The Information Management Module-Data Structures for
Spatial Data Handling
The Information Management Module is the responsible module for the
efficient storage of data. Ef'ficient storage and handling of spatial data
requires the usage of some indexing structures. The structures used. can be
distinguished into two main categories. depending on the way they handle
data:

I . Point Based or Point Access Methods (PAM). These are methods based
011 points. They approximate complex spatial data as points on the
space with one more dimension, namely like a record in the
k-dimensional space. The quad treesand the k-d treeare the mostly used
structures of this category.
2. Area Based or Spatial Access Methods (SAM). In this category we have
structures that are based on space. They use geometric objects to
approach complex spatial data. They appi-oximate the arbitrary spatial
data by using MIIIJITILIIII
B o ~ m d i n pRectangles (MBR), which are the
minimal sized rectangles covering the spatial object. The mostly known
structures of this category are the R-. R f -and R*-trees.
Ouad Trees
The quad tree (Finkel and Bentley 1974) was the first attempt to store
spatial data. using tree structures. It is suitable for storing data to be
retrieved using composite keys. One way to handle composite key retrieval,
is to consider that the records are usually organised as multidimensional
records. with each dimension corresponding to an attribute. Therefore, a
search query is actually interpreted as the specification of some (possibly
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disconnected) subsets of the space. T h e records lying in that subset are the
answer to the query.
The retrieval of d a t a based o n only o n e key is a well defined problem.
Common practise has shown that binary trees serve as structures that
represent linearly ordered d a t a a n d that binary balanced trees are ensured
fast structures.
Quad trees are a generalisation of the binary trees. aiming t o handle

information with built-in two-dimensional characteristics. E.g. maps are
such information. A query could be the search for towns located in a
specific region on the m a p .
k-d Tree
The k-d tree (Bentley 1975) is a tnultiditnensional binary search tree. The major
advantage of the k-d tree is the fact that it can handle efficiently many different
queries. It retrieves stored data using ussociutive searching (or secondary key
retrieval).
R-tree
The R-tree (Guttinan 1984) I S a dynamic high-balanced tree with index records
stored In ~ t sleaves These index records contain pointers to the spatial objects
that are stored in the database. Each node in an R-tree 1s actually an array of
records. The nodes may contain at least m and at most M records, where m and
M are integers and R4521n.
Spatial objects in a spatial database are represented by tuples. Each tuple has a
unique identifier, which is used for the object's retrieval.
The leaf nodes of an R-tree contain index records of the form:
(1, tuple-identqier), where tuple-identifier refers to a tuple (object) in the spatial
database and I is an n-dimensional rectangle. which is the minimum bounding
rectangle. boxing the spatial object.
It has been shown that the R-tree is a structure useful to store spatial data of
non-zero size. The perfonnance of the structure depends highly on the values of
M. The R-trees can be easily added to any relational database system that
supports conventional access methods.
R*-tree
The R*-tree (Beckmann et al. 1990) is a variation of the R-tree. It is based
on the R-tree a n d it defines some' parameters which tries to improve. in
order to improve the overall tree performance. These parameters are the
following:
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the dead space of a directory rectangle. We define as dead space the area
covered by a directory rectangle but not covered by the enclosed rectangles.
This should be minimised in order to be able to decide which path to
traverse on higher levels.
the overlap between directory rectangles. By minimising the overlap, the
performance is also improved, since the number of paths that need to be
traversed is minimised.
the margin of a directory rectangle. The margin is the sum of the lengths
of the rectangle's edges. The margin is minimised when the rectangle is a
square (assuming fixed area). The quadratic rectangles are easier packed
and in this case we will build better directory rectangles at each level.
storage utilisation. By optimising the storage utilisation we conclude to
trees with low height, thus reducing the query cost.
The nodes of an R*-tree are similar to these of the R-tree. The internal
nodes contain records of the form (cp. Rect). where cp is a pointer to a
lower level and Rectis the minimum bounding rectangle of the rectangles of
node's child. The leaf nodes contain records of the form (oid,Rect) where
oidis a pointer leading to the tuple of the spatial object in the database and
Rect is the minimum bounding rectangle covering the spatial object. Each
node of an R'-tree contains k records. with m<k<M.

In the case of insertion the R'-tree uses an insert algorithm which is
different from that of the R-tree. in the sense that when we choose a leaf to
store a record. different criteria apply. In the R-tree the only criterion is
that of the space enlargement. where In the R'-tree case we also examine the
overlap and margin minim~satlon.

4. Conclusion
,4t the time being, the architecture of the system has been defined and the
system is entering the implementation phase. Several algorithms are being
implemented concerning the handling of heterogeneous, large amounts of
data and data integration. The database mechanism has already been
developed, as well as a significant part of the modules.
We believe that the overall system will be in full functionality by the end of
this year. Significant work has to be done in the user interface, since the
target user group will be designers, less qualified in computerised systems.
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